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It's the end of the world as we know it...Someday soon, you might wake up to the call to prayer from

a muezzin. Europeans already are. And liberals will still tell you that "diversity is our strength"--while

Talibanic enforcers cruise Greenwich Village burning books and barber shops, the Supreme Court

decides sharia law doesn't violate the "separation of church and state," and the Hollywood Left

decides to give up on gay rights in favor of the much safer charms of polygamy. If you think this

can't happen, you haven't been paying attention, as the hilarious, provocative, and brilliant Mark

Steyn--the most popular conservative columnist in the English-speaking world--shows to

devastating effect. The future, as Steyn shows, belongs to the fecund and the confident. And the

Islamists are both, while the West is looking ever more like the ruins of a civilization. But America

can survive, prosper, and defend its freedom only if it continues to believe in itself, in the sturdier

virtues of self-reliance (not government), in the centrality of family, and in the conviction that our

country really is the world's last best hope. Mark Steyn's America Alone is laugh-out-loud funny--but

it will also change the way you look at the world.
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At least, that's how he signed my copy. I'd call Mark Steyn's essay the single best distillation of the

challenge posed to the West by radical Islam that I have ever read.Regular readers of Mr. Steyn will

not be unfamiliar with his central points:1) In the ongoing conflict between the West and Islam, both



the demographics and the will to power favor the Islamists. That a country like Spain, with a birth

rate of 1.15 children per adult women, will extinguish itself in a few generations, while immigrants

from countries such as Pakistan (birth rate 4.53) will move in to fill the vacuum.2) That as an

aggressive, unassimilated minority edges closer to a majority (as in France, with an estimated 30%

Muslim population in the under 20 age group), the character of the democratic institutions will

become more closely aligned with Islamic law and culture.3) That the post-Christian welfare state is

largely to blame for the pessimism and failures of will demonstrated by Europe.4) That America

represents the primary exception to this trend, if only by degree, and that only a concerted effort to

save our society stands a chance of reversing these trends.That's a reasonable prÃ©cis of Steyn's

book, and he is certainly not unique in either his diagnosis or his prescription for the West. What

sets this apart is his writing. The argument is made in a way that is the most engrossing and

entertaining presentation of these ideas I've ever read. Steyn, as part of his superhuman writing

regimen, is the obituarist for The Atlantic Monthly, and he puts that talent on display. This is not just

a description of a set of demographic realities, but a loving, if premature (he hopes), obituary to a

dying great culture.

Why has Mark Steyn's book "America Alone" been labeled "alarmist" by his opponents? Look at the

title: America Alone. Its meaning is obvious, but concerning what? When the Soviet Union fell,

America was left standing as the sole super power in the world. But that is not the meaning of

America Alone. However, do you remember what Nikita Kruschchev said? America would fall from

within, without one shot fired. America would destroy herself through societal softness and the

Soviets would walk in and take over.Steyn states that Muslims have adopted this concept of a

country falling from within, beginning in Europe. Through immigration, Muslims are establishing

themselves as a stronghold. Belgium, Sweden, England, Denmark, the Netherlands, and France

are on their way to becoming majority Muslim and geo-political. In fact, he says, Eurotopia is fast

becoming "Eurabia."Three events are rapidly leading to Eurabia:1. Demographic decline2. The

unsustainability of the advanced Western social-democratic state3. Civilizational exhaustionDo you

remember years ago forecasters urged population control? Europe heeded this warning and now

faces two factors that will change it drastically: its population is aging and couples are not

reproducing themselves. According to Steyn, these are the statistics of the population under the age

of 15: Spain and Germany--14%, United Kingdom--18%, the United States--21%. On the other hand

Saudi Arabia's 15 and under is 39%, Pakistan--40%, and Yemen--47%.Who is reproducing

themselves: the US at 2.1 babies per couple, [...] at 7.46, Mali at 7.42, Somalia at 6.76, Afghanistan



at 6.69, Ireland at 1.9, New Zealand at 2.11. There are Germany and Austria at 1.3, Russia and Italy

at 1.2, and Spain at 1.1.

Mark Steyn, like P.J. O'Rourke, is an extraordinarily insightful and witty communicator who is not

only an artist in the tapestry he weaves with words, but who has keen and piercing discernment into

one of the most pressing issues of our time: the shockingly rapid and rabid advance of virulent

violence in the name of religion.Thankfully, unlike many lily-livered and wrong-headed authors of

today, Steyn does not grant moral equivalency between faiths that promote peace and love, with

faiths that promote hatred and terror. Steyn tells it like it is, and focuses on the real, specific threat to

us all: the spread of Islamist extremism (differentiated from peace-loving Muslims). This aggressive

terror movement quite literally threatens the very existence of Western Civilization and the freedoms

of every single person reading this review.Having been to Europe on several occasions, including

recently, I can say that Steyn's observations about the encroaching threat are right on. Recently,

French law enforcement officials have gone so far as to call for help, noting that what Islamist

extremists and hoodlums are waging against them in France is an actual intifada. The Netherlands,

also overwhelmed with angry immigrants who refuse to assimilate, is likewise facing an epic clash of

cultures. In the UK, key cities are on the brink of becoming majority Muslim--a frightening

percentage of whom believe that terrorism is a viable, moral option.Could this happen in America?

In fact, the seeds have already been planted. If you have been unaware or dismissive of this fact,

then you absolutely must get Steyn's book and read it immediately.This is not a book about

partisanship.
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